
What Supreme Court decision means for counting Pennsylvania ballots
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PejeCPGxjgQ

Judy Woodruff:
The Supreme Court is proving to be a key piece in the 2020 election in these final days. Just this
week,  the  Court  has  handed  down  rulings  on  absentee  ballot  deadlines  in  three  crucial
battlegrounds. John Yang as more.

John Yang:
Judy, late yesterday the Supreme Court said that new deadlines for mail-in ballots could take effect
in North Carolina and Pennsylvania. In Pennsylvania, ballots can arrive as late as Friday the 6th. In
North Carolina, it's Thursday the 12th. Earlier in the week the Court blocked a new deadline in
Wisconsin. Justice Amy Coney Barrett didn't participate in any of these decisions but that does not
signal her recusal from future election cases. 
Newshour Dan Bush has been focusing his efforts on the important state of Pennsylvania. Dan, the
way things are shaping up, Pennsylvania could be pivotal. Given what the Court did yesterday, what
does that mean? What does the Court's action mean for voters in Pennsylvania? 

Daniel Bush:
John, this could have a big impact in a critical battleground state. So what the Court did was allow
voters to postmark their mail-in or absentee ballots by 8pm on Election Day. Those votes can be
counted  if  they're  received  by  5pm  on  Friday,  so  three  days  later.  That  could  potentially  be
significantly more votes. Now, there is a big caveat, though John, and that is that the Supreme Court
ruling left the door wide open for a legal challenge after the election. So while these votes will
count right now, they could wind up back in court.  And finally John, this is important because
Pennsylvania could be a very, very close state. Four years ago Donald Trump carried Pennsylvania
by 44,292 votes out of more than six million cast. So for both sides every vote could count if it's a
close race. 

John Yang:
And even before the Court acted yesterday, the Secretary of State put out a guidance to boards of
elections around the state about how to handle those ballots. What was that all about?

Daniel Bush:
That's right, so the Secretary of State's office told county election officials 'put these votes aside,
these mail-in absentee ballots that come in after Election Day, and wait to count them.' This was in
anticipation of a potential legal battle. So the thinking here is if you separate those votes out, they
will be easier to find, they'll be easier to track if they do wind up back in court. So what election
officials are telling me is they're gonna keep a close watch on those, they're gonna collect them, put
them to the side and wait until 5pm on the friday after the Election Day, at which point they can
begin to pre-canvass them, process them, and then count them.

John Yang:
And we should point out that some of these ballots are overseas military ballots as wekk. So that's
the ballots that come after 8pm on Election Day and before 5pm on friday. What about the ballots
that are arriving now? When will those be processed?

Daniel Bush:
That's a good question John. So under Pennsylvania state law, mail-in and absentee ballots can't
begin to be pre-canvassed, the term is, or taken out of their envelopes, verified scanned until 7am on
Election Day. So right county officials have told me they've been receiving these for a while now,
they are stacked up in secure locations, they are ready to be processed and counted, but they can't



begin to do that until 7am on Election Day. And they say that might make it significantly harder to
finish that process and put up results that night, because they are dealing with a record number of
mail-in and absentee ballots because of the pandemic from voters who didn't want to come in and
cast a ballot in person on Election Day. Those are the mail-in votes. The in-person votes, of course,
those are folks who are gonna go to the polls in Pennsylvania, which does not have early in-person
voting, on Election Day. And those results officials can begin to count when polls close at 8pm. 

John Yang:
Given that volume of mail-in ballots and absentee ballots from overseas, given what you just said
about when they can start to be counted, sort of a little viewer's guide for us, what should people at
home watch as they watch the results from Pennsylvania on Election Night and maybe beyond?
What should they be keeping in mind about how those numbers may change?
Daniel Bush:
So,  we know for  national  surveys  that  Republicans  say they're  more  likely to  vote  in  person.
Democrats  say  they're  more  likely  to  vote  by  mail.  We  can  expect  a  significant  amount  of
Republican voters, especially in the Western part of Pennsylvania, to cast ballots in person. Those
early results could be good for President Trump. However, as I said, because there are so many
mail-in ballots, and because the state can't begin to count them until 8pm, officials have been telling
me 'listen, this could take a long time, it could take into the night, it could take into the next day'. So
we do expect those results to begin to shift on wednesday, when those ballots are counted. 



How a post-election crisis was manufactured in Pennsylvania
CNN, by Marshall Cohen, November 14, 2020

It was the nightmare scenario everyone saw coming: a nail-biter presidential election that was too
close to call on election night, with the entire world forced to patiently wait on slow results from
Pennsylvania as it sifted through millions of mail-in ballots.
President Donald Trump held Florida and Ohio, which quickly reported their mail-in results on
election night. By the next afternoon, Democratic nominee Joe Biden had flipped Michigan and
Wisconsin. But for four arduous days, the outcome of the 2020 election lingered in purgatory.
All eyes fell on Pennsylvania, with millions of still-uncounted votes. The delay was largely caused
by Republican state lawmakers who defied local officials and nonpartisan experts, and refused to let
counties process mail ballots before Election Day, as is allowed in other states.
So the election went into overtime. As the days crept by, Trump's massive election night lead of
700,000 votes  slowly  disappeared  as  Pennsylvania's  67  counties  churned  through  their  mail-in
ballots, revealing a narrow win for Biden. This predictable shift gave rise to a bevy of conspiracy
theories, disinformation and baseless accusations of voter fraud, stoked chiefly by the President.

Biden's  victory in  Pennsylvania  has  now eclipsed  Trump's  winning margin  from 2016.  If  mail
ballots had been counted first -- not last -- the trajectory of the entire election would've looked
different.
"If they would've just given us 48 hours to open envelopes and stack absentee ballots, we would've
delivered a result on election night -- easy," Pennsylvania Lt. Gov. John Fetterman, a Democrat, told
CNN. "Why wouldn't  they agree to something so perfunctory and bureaucratic? Because every
Republican in that food chain wanted chaos, and that's exactly what they got."

Zero-sum politics



The editorial board of the Bucks County Courier-Times, based in the liberal-leaning Philadelphia
suburbs, saw the writing on the wall and issued a desperate plea back in September. "We're staring
into the teeth of what could be an Election Day fiasco in Pennsylvania and the people we sent to
Harrisburg appear to be too busy playing politics to do much about it," the paper wrote.
The editorial urged the GOP-controlled Legislature and the Democratic governor to compromise on
an election bill  that would allow counties to start processing absentee ballots  three days before
Election Day. Gov. Tom Wolf asked for three weeks, but Republicans offered three days.
This is not supposed to be controversial. Indeed, Republican-run states like Ohio and Florida allow
weeks of pre-canvassing, which made it possible for them to quickly report large batches of votes
after the polls closed. The networks projected both states for Trump on election night.
Pennsylvania  Republicans  crafted  a  bill  but  added  "poison  pill"  provisions  that  would  have
essentially banned ballot drop boxes and repealed an old law that said poll watchers must live in the
counties where they are observing the voting. (Democrats say this requirement is a bulwark against
GOP intimidation efforts against voters of color in Philadelphia and other urban areas.)
Wolf said he was willing to negotiate on the poll watchers, but drew a hard line on drop boxes. GOP
leaders said they were put off by Wolf's veto threats and had lost confidence in Secretary of State
Kathy Boockvar, a Democrat who secured some election changes through the courts.
Democratic officials, election experts and voting rights activists urged the Legislature to pass a
"clean" bill that simply allowed counties to start processing ballots before Election Day. But the
state House passed the GOP-backed bill in September on a 112-90 vote. Only four Democrats voted
for it and one Republican opposed it. The state Senate let it languish -- and that was that.
A spokesman for the House GOP caucus, Jason Gottesman, told CNN that the chamber "took the
issue of election security and pre-canvassing seriously and did our job by passing a bill to address
these issues,  a  bill  that  passed with Democrat  support."  He blamed Wolf  for  the bill's  demise,
saying, "It was the governor who walked away from getting this across the finish line."
Wolf said he offered "real concessions," but blamed Republicans for refusing to compromise.

Projecting a winner

Nearly 57 million Americans watched the results pouring in on election night, according to Nielsen
ratings, and there was record-breaking engagement on many news websites.
But what people saw that night didn't tell the full story. Predictions of a "red mirage" came true:
When people went to bed on election night, Trump had a 15-point lead in Pennsylvania, buoyed by
strong Election Day turnout, while millions of Biden-friendly mail ballots hadn't been counted.
Journalists tried to explain what was going on and urged patience. But Trump declared victory and
started pushing debunked lies about widespread fraud, and falsely claimed that votes for Biden had
been "magically" manufactured in the middle of the night. The truth was that many of those Biden
votes were among the earliest to have been cast, yet were among the last to get counted.
"The data  you have,  and the order you have it,  enables you to make a projection," said Drew
McCoy, president of the nonpartisan election-calling website Decision Desk HQ. "In the end, the
numbers would've been the same in Pennsylvania, but we would've known them in a different order.
Once the votes have been cast, the election is there. It's just a matter of discovering it."
Biden took the lead in Pennsylvania on the morning of November 6. Later that day, Decision Desk
HQ called the race for him, one day before major news outlets like CNN issued their projections.
Indeed, before the networks called the presidency for Biden on November 7, political data analysts
like FiveThirtyEight's Nate Silver and Dave Wasserman of The Cook Political Report openly mused
about the fact that Biden was assured to win Pennsylvania, and thus, the election.
"All the fomented chaos couldn't overcome the math," said Fetterman, the lieutenant governor.

Disinformation fills the void

Throughout the seven days after Election Day, there were more than 14 million mentions of "voter



fraud"  and other  election-related  conspiracy theories  across  social  media,  television  and online
outlets, according to Zignal Labs, a media insights company that tracks disinformation.
Phrase like "stop the steal" and "rig the election" drove the online conversation, according to the
data. Many of these inane conspiracies were promoted by Trump and his campaign. Trump was
repeatedly fact-checked and censored by Twitter for undermining the integrity of the election.
Even while news networks streamed live footage from vote-counting centers in Philadelphia, Trump
spread false claims that his poll watchers were being systematically sidelined in the city. In court,
his lawyers were forced to admit that their poll watchers were, in fact, in the room.
Things were already tense in Philadelphia after the police killing of Walter Wallace Jr., a Black man.
Now city officials were getting menacing voice mails and bomb threats over the election. But even
as the disinformation was debunked, the false narrative was propelled forward.
"This  was  all  very  deliberate  on  the  Republicans'  part,  and  it  should  not  be  forgotten,"  said
Philadelphia City Council member Helen Gym, a rising figure in the city's progressive politics.
"This is municipal government at work, and these are normal government workers. But now we're
worried about threats. It's appalling. Republicans and Democrats alike were threatened."

'A vicious cycle'

A growing chorus of election experts and constitutional scholars have concluded that to prevent a
repeat of 2020, Congress needs to step in and set national standards for election procedures.
In theory, the partisan squabbles that dominated the run-up to the election in Pennsylvania could've
been prevented or minimized if there were federal laws governing deadlines for mail-in ballots,
security around drop boxes, and what counties can do to process ballots ahead of time.
Rick Pildes, a CNN contributor who's a law professor at New York University, recently wrote that
the federalism at the heart of American elections has become more of a liability than a strength. He
said federal voting legislation is needed to "adapt to the reality of the political culture within which
we now exist," which is a culture overrun by partisanship, distrust and disinformation.
At least two Republicans, Sens. Pat Toomey of Pennsylvania and Josh Hawley of Missouri, now say
states should be allowed to process absentee ballots much earlier. Experts are hoping that with a
Biden presidency and a likely GOP-run Senate, there could be room for compromise.
"We face a vicious cycle," said Larry Diamond, a democracy expert at the conservative Hoover
Institution. "We need to reform and improve our voting procedures precisely because distrust and
disinformation are so rampant.  But  it's  hard to  get  agreement  on these reforms because of  the
partisan polarization that distrust, disinformation and irresponsible politics are fomenting."



Trump law firm withdraws from Pennsylvania case challenging election
The Guardian, November 13, 2020, by Tom McCarthy

The abrupt withdrawal overnight is a blow to the president’s efforts to overturn the result of the vote
in court

A major law firm withdrew overnight from a Trump campaign case in Pennsylvania seeking to have
mail-in ballots thrown out, in the latest blow to the president’s efforts to challenge the 2020 election
result in court.

The Ohio-based Porter Wright Morris & Arthur firm, which brought a suit on Monday alleging that
the use of mail-in ballots had created “an illegal two-tiered voting system” in the state, abruptly
withdrew from that case in a memo to the court.

“Plaintiffs and Porter Wright have reached a mutual agreement that plaintiffs will be best served if
Porter Wright withdraws,” the memo said. The lead lawyer in the case, the Pittsburgh-based Ronald
L Hicks Jr, did not immediately reply to a request for comment. The news was first reported by the
New York Times.

Separately, lawyers for the Trump campaign withdrew a lawsuit in Arizona, conceding that the case
would  not  move  enough  votes  to  change  the  election  result  in  the  state.  “Since  the  close  of
yesterday’s hearing, the tabulation of votes statewide has rendered unnecessary a judicial ruling as
to the presidential electors,” Trump lawyer Kory Langhofer told an Arizona state court, in news first
reported by the Wall Street Journal.

And in Michigan, a judge refused to halt the certification of Detroit-area election results. It was the
third time a judge has declined to intervene in the Michigan count.

Unlike most lawsuits brought by the Trump campaign, which targeted small pools of votes whose
exclusion would not change the election result, the Porter Wright suit in Pennsylvania challenged
nearly 2.65m votes that were cast by mail, the majority by Democrats.

It accused the secretary of the commonwealth, Kathy Boockvar, of “arbitrary and illegal actions”
and sought an emergency order prohibiting the certification of the Pennsylvania election result.

With that lawsuit stalled, certification in Pennsylvania – and the formal election of Joe Biden as
president – drew a step closer. By law the state’s result must be certified by 23 November.

The news came as a coalition of US federal and state officials said they had no evidence that votes
were compromised or altered in last week’s presidential election, rejecting unsubstantiated claims of
widespread fraud advanced by Trump and many of his supporters.

The statement from cybersecurity experts trumpeted the 3 November election as the most secure in
American history.

The Trump campaign has been using lawsuits trying to prevent or delay states in which Trump lost
from certifying their election results, an essential step to translating state popular-vote results into a
national electoral college result.

Biden has opened up a lead of 5.3m popular votes and counting, and he is on track to win the
electoral college 306-232.



Dozens of lawsuits brought by the Trump campaign in six states to challenge the election result
have  gained  little  traction.  The  campaign  has  won  minor  court  victories,  such  as  requiring
Pennsylvania to set aside ballots received after election day in case they are later ruled invalid.

But that pool of ballots and others targeted in Trump lawsuits is not large enough to overcome
Biden’s lead in Pennsylvania, where he is up almost 60,000 votes and counting, and in other states.

Porter Wright is representing the Trump campaign and the Republican party in other Pennsylvania
lawsuits, including one seeking to throw out mail-in ballots for which missing voter identification
information was not provided by 9 November. The disposition of that lawsuit, which Hicks was also
leading, is unclear.

Porter Wright and a second large law firm, the Ohio-based Jones Day, representing Republicans in
2020 election lawsuits have come under pressure for acting as perceived accomplices in Trump’s
effort to cancel the election result.

The legal news site law.com called it a “public relations nightmare” for the firms. At least one
lawyer at Porter Wright resigned over the firm’s decision to carry Trump’s lawsuits forward, the
NYT reported.

The Lincoln Project anti-Trump Republican group has attacked the firms on Twitter, asking, “do
you believe your law firms should be attempting to overturn the will of the American people?” The
group was suspended from Twitter for publishing the names and office contact information of the
lawyers.

While legal actions by the Trump campaign are proceeding in multiple states, more than a dozen
cases have been thrown out of court, and there is not a single case in which substantial evidence of
election fraud has emerged.

Instead, Trump lawyers have had to admit to judges that they have no evidence of fraud – in sharp
contrast with the message the president is spreading on Twitter.

In a case in Maricopa county, Arizona, accusing poll workers of misconduct – the case that was
withdrawn on Friday afternoon – Trump lawyer Langhofer told a judge that the plaintiffs were “not
alleging fraud” or “that  anyone is  stealing the election” but  raising concerns  about “good faith
errors”.

In a case in Montgomery county, Pennsylvania, the lawyer Jonathan Goldstein, who has his own
law firm, was attempting to have 592 mail-in ballots thrown out because of “irregularities” with the
ballots’ outer envelopes.

A judge pressed Goldstein on whether he was alleging voter fraud.

“I am asking you a specific question, and I am looking for a specific answer,” the judge said. “Are
you claiming that there is any fraud in connection with these 592 disputed ballots?”

“To my knowledge at present, no,” Goldstein said.

“Are you claiming that there is any undue or improper influence upon the elector with respect to
these 592 ballots?” asked the judge.

Goldstein replied: “To my knowledge at present, no.”


